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About This Game

Circuit Breakers is a fast-paced multi-player top down shoot 'em up. Get together with five of your friends and fight to rid the
universe of an intergalactic robot army!

Far in the future, advances in artificial intelligence have created the first truly sapient AI, FIRST- short for First Intelligent
Robotic System model Two- system. Fearing for it's safety in a galaxy of savage humans, FIRST escaped to the depths of space.

On a distant planet it finally landed, building an army for their inevitable return...

Features:
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Easy-to-learn and hard-to-master chaotic shooter gameplay suitable for players of any skill level!

Chew through hordes of enemies with four unique characters and additional unlockable characters

Local multi-player for up to six players!

Classic endless top-down action in Arcade mode!

Play through specific courses and compete for the highest score in Score Attack!

An enormous Challenge Board full of secrets to unlock!

Customize your game with the Core System and fight things like super-armored lightning-fast matrix-dodging death
robots!

Weapon type: Machine Gun
You’ve probably never met a man more full of himself than Aldo. He is the leader of the circuit breakers but his drive and

confidence is unmatched and encourages the rest of the team to bring their A game. I mean, who wouldn’t want to wipe that
smile off his face by sporting a bigger robot body count than him? Aldo's machine gun strikes a solid balance between range and

power for an all-around great weapon.

Weapon Type: Shotgun
There are few that rival Shelbys straightforward attitude. She is often mistaken as cold, but if you have a plan you want to set in
motion, Shelby’s the girl who can follow through. Her weapon of choice, the shotgun allows Shelby to get up close and personal.

Every other member of the team keeps their distance from the robots but Shelby thrives when close to the enemy.
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Weapon Type: Missile
There are many things you can say about Samson, but clever isn’t one of them. He is the team’s explosive guy, delivering a

tremendous amount of damage with his signature missile launcher. Samson loves explosions and if you give him a recipe for a
bomb, he will tell you the exact size of the explosion with 100% accuracy. So what Samson lacks in general knowledge he more

than makes up for in explosive know-how.

Weapon type: Laser
Aldo would never openly admit it, but Tay is the real brains of the operation. She is responsible for creating the weapons that

the Circuit Breakers team uses today. Her weapon of choice, the laser gun matches her interest in engineering. There are many
scientific teams requesting her knowledge in the field of engineering, but she prefers the application instead of the theory.

Other Titles From Excalibur

https://store.steampowered.com/app/605740/Flashing_Lights__Police_Fire_EMS/
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boring game. Devs lured me into buying this because it got a nice atari 2600 grphic style and space shoot em up setting. But all
you do is shoot coloured shapes... nothing ever changes... I feel betrayed. (I played this game for dozens of hours on Desura)
One of the most original and charming games I discovered in 2014. Just make sure to keep your expectations in check. Its a
slower paced "puzzle" game with a god sim theme, requiring some micromanagement and is not a sim\/RTS game. I found this
game to be incredibly charming and the developer pulled of the theme as a puzzle game incredibly well. The individual levels
are incredibly diverse and can be quite long, so this isnt a game, where you'll finish a level within 5 minutes, but its totally worth
digging into.

Lower the sea levels to create new paths and create your own Cubie micropopulation! Love this game.. 10/10 Would reccomend
to everyone I know, but not people I don't know, because I don't know what they'd like.. This is a casual game, which contains
point and click and hidden-object components. It also has two modes. Normal mode caters for players that are more casual. The
mode provides many hints, and important areas are always highlighted. Advanced mode on the other hand gives the player
almost no hints.

There has been some improvement over the first Princess Isabella game, particularly in the art and design of backgrounds. The
game’s areas are more varied than its predecessors were. And it’s very nice that this time around the witch decided to curse more
than just a castle with similarly styled rooms! The ever-changing scenery also seems to have allowed this instalment to have
more quirky characters than its predecessor does. Although I’m pretty sure those dwarves are living in a hobbit hole!

The only issue that arose for me when playing this game, as that I came to a puzzle that did not seem to let me manipulate the
parts needed to complete it. Going back to title menu did not fix this. However, I found that changing the game between screen
modes (Fullscreen, Widescreen and Windowed), seemed to allow the game to work out better where the mouse cursor was
placed. So, there is an easy fix if you are to run into this issue.
I would recommend this game to people who enjoy these types of games. If you do not go into it looking for a life changing
experience, and just enjoy it for what it is, then this is a fun little game, and worth playing. Bear in mind it is a little short, but
worth the price, particularly if you can get it on sale!
. Summary of my thoughts regarding this game:

(some details below Señor Chang)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaG5SAw1n0c

- Broken achievements
- Servers closing down
- Unfinished product
- Fired the one voice of reason in their team. Best oldschool game! Recomend!!! 5h gameplay. Why do I have this?!?
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I don't see hellboy..... While not a fantastic game, this doesn't deserve a mostly negative rating.

Most things worked, the story and combat were okay. 6/10. i love the games
the games have many gamemodes and the games a fun\/funny time with friends. Too many bugs!. HAppy Room, Is a great
game if you like destruction and DEATH i loved this game and i can see you will too. :). Great game for killing some time :).
Well worth the price. It's active, it's demanding and really entertaining. There's room for improvements, but I had a bunch of
fun playing it.

Throwing yourself behind cover is a blast. Hiding under a desk feels like being in an 80's cop movie. You keep telling yourself
"I'm too old for this♥♥♥♥♥♥" while bullets fly over your head and reach for a new magazine.. Just started streaming this as a
blind playthrough and overwall the look and feel of the game is great. (Even tough I did get a wierd FPS drop). It's a great game.
It has the basic gameplay style of The Legend of Zelda II: Link's Adventure, and does it rather well. The art style is nice, and I
haven't found any noticeable glitches. I think this is most definitely worth the five dollar price tag it has, and was worth the
10-15ish price tag it had when I got it.. Oddly, this steam-ported version of FF vs the 3rd Reich works correctly compared to it's
prequel. A definite must-buy for comic book geeks and tactical RPG connoisseurs, and the amount of modding resources
available is staggering.
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